KNOX KERSHAW KBR-940
DUAL HEAD BRUSH CUTTER
OVERVIEW
The KSF 940 is a severe weather machine based off the KBR 925. The 940 sports a 50K lb. working weight, a larger cab for a
second operator’s seat, special cold weather heaters, and specially designed wings, plow, and broom built specifically for
snow fighting in the harshest environments. The large curl kits allow for plowing through the deepest of snow. The wings
push snow 16 feet from the track center, and the snow switch cleaner can blow snow over 20 feet. In warm weather conditions the snow fighter may be converted to a ballast regulator and/or a brush cutter.

DIMENSIONS
Weight

SYSTEMS
50,000 lbs.

Lenght

40'

Width

10' 7"
11' 4"

Heigth

PERFORMANCE

Engine: 24 volt Cummins QSB6.7, 260 hp, with Funk
double pump drive, hydrostatic and vane pumps for
propelling, broom and controls. Fiberglass engine enclosure with hinged doors.
Wheels and Brakes: Clasp type air applied brakes on all
four wheels with composition shoes. Service brakes are
air applied, spring released. Parking brakes are spring
applied, air released.

Hydraulic System: 105 gal (397 L) with electric replenishment pump.

OTHER FEATURES
Cab: Hydraulically tilting cab with joystick hydraulic
controls; climate controlled with wall mounted hydraulic
driven air conditioner and pressurizer; sound insulated;
comfortable operator’s seat with mechanical suspension
and swivel base; jump seat; green tinted vented windows;
front, rear and side electric wipers; air horns; heated west
coast mirrors; rear view mirrors; insulated floor mat,
complete LED lighting package (perimeter, work lights;
locomotive style headlights), 12V radio circuit and power
outlet, cab door positive latch, Cab features a "clean roof"
design with no components mounted on the roof.
Options: Toolbox; tool kit; engine oil pan heater; high
pressure filtration for broom. Other options available
upon request. Machine can be customized for special
clearances and other application issues.
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